Index Data Canadian Genealogies Pierre Georges
canadian genealogy quebec research records (part 2) - reconstruction of the genealogies of families who
settled in the st. lawrence valley ... genealogy data like: census records, marriage contracts, confirmations, lists of
... the book retails for around $325 canadian. the rivest marriage index is another source for quÃƒÂ©bec
marriages. it is only available on 989.1 family history and genealogy - genealogies and ... - canadian migration
by michael penner bahnmann, heinrich and katherina (wiens) ... a family history and genealogy of the jacob d. and
katherina (funk) braun family, 1776- ... genealogies, good graphics. with an index of names. self-published,
winnipeg, 2004. 163 pp. + appendix. chronik der familien epp und bartel. timeline for quebec records - vermont
french-canadian ... - a timeline for quebec records: what to use when ... people of french-canadian and acadian
descent are fortunate in having ancestors who are among the best documented people in the world.
french-canadian pedigrees are primarily ... index cards the data that were accumulated over the years. the results
of this distant kinship in the quebec population: an analysis of ... - genealogies marc tremblay1,
hÃƒÂ©lÃƒÂ¨ne vÃƒÂ©zina1, ... its territory is the largest of all canadian provinces, with approximately 1.5
million square kilometres. the quebec population is currently about 7.5 million ... using extensive genealogical
data, analyses of the numerous and ancestry - passenger and immigration lists index ... - original data: filby, p.
william, ed. passenger and immigration lists index, 1500s-1900s. farmington hills, mi, usa: gale research, 2010.
description: updated annually, this database is an index to passengers who arrived in united states and canadian
ports from the 1500s through the 1900s. what are we doing? newspaper indexing project progress report dmg index complete/ in computer database ... for those who have canadian ancestors that first settled in the detroit
river area, gail smith ... compiled the genealogies. father denissen died in 1911. he willed these genealogies to a
good friend named clarence m. burton. mr. family tree maker data cd's title k z - ogs - family tree maker data
cd's cd# title social security death index #1 names a 110-01v9 social security death index #2 names l ...
genealogies 1500's - 1940's 701-01 world family tree volume 1 present 702-01 ... canadian genealogy index
1600's - 1900's genealogical research directory alberta - harold b. lee library - this outline describes major
sources of information about families from alberta. as you read this outline, study the . canada research outline ...
soundex index to canadian border entries through the st. albans, vermont, district, 18951924. (400 rolls;
fhl ... genealogies, local histories, and vital records in newspapers is: elliot, noel ... a population history of north
america - a population history of north america / michael r. haines, richard h. steckel. p. cm. includes index. ...
basic data index ... . canadian immigrant population by country of birth and period of arrival ...
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